“Hosted LMS, off-the-shelf
training courses and superior
support services to ensure the
success of your eLearning
programs!”

Reduce the Cost and Centralize
Training Administration with the
Evolve Learning Manager LMS!
Evolve e-Learning offers the most scalable, flexible and affordable training solution in the industry with the
Evolve Learning Manager LMS. Getting started is easy, fast and affordable since we host the LMS for you.
While you don’t have to install and manage servers and load and setup software, you still have full administrative control of the Evolve LMS and your employee training and development programs.
COMPANY PROFILE

The Evolve LMS is a simple, yet powerful learning management system

Evolve e-Learning Solutions has provided online training systems and

that is easy to use and delivers the critical functionality you’ll need to

courses to organizations across the US for over 14 years. Our goal is to

track and manage online, instructor-led and external training.

provide the greatest value to our customers for the products and services

we deliver with personal support services.

SETUP AND SUPPORT SERVICES
Our setup services will ensure your complete satisfaction by working with

We deploy our solutions in the Cloud as a Software as a Service (SaaS)

you to configure the LMS to meet your training needs and goals. They

model so customers do not have to make investments in additional hard-

will load any content you license from Evolve and setup the initial course

ware or software technologies to receive the benefits of online training.

assignments, bulk upload your learners, help configure email messaging

Our customers don’t make technology purchases involving IT but select

and more. Your administrators will have complete administrative control

Evolve for the value we bring to their business, government or education-

and will receive the training they need to independently manage the

al operations.

Evolve LMS in a dedicated or shared server environment.
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Training reports can be

ACHIEVE FAST TIME-TO-VALUE

EASILY INTEGRATE WITH YOUR HRIS

setup to automatically

The Evolve Learning Manager LMS can be

Evolve Learning Manager LMS integrates easily

email to designated

deployed in just a few short days - not weeks or

with HRIS systems such as ADP and UltiPro and

recipients on a defined

months like many other systems. The hosted

other 3rd party applications to further reduce

frequency.

LMS environment allows you to be up and

administrator time and effort.

running with a branded environment without
investing in servers or additional software.
Learners can be quickly imported into the LMS
and registered for training using the Bulk Import
module.

The Evolve LMS design ensures flexible customization and provides the ability to add, remove
and control user access to major menu tabs from
the application.

can all be automatically initiated in the LMS
based on the new student data elements import-

MANAGE ELEARNING AND ILT
TRAINING
The Evolve Learning Manger LMS provides the
functionality to deliver and manage both online
and classroom training; allowing both types of

Administrators can add new modules to display

courses to be scheduled and tracked for all

within a menu tab, change the order in which

students.

menu tabs are displayed and even the layout of

Scheduling ILT training courses is managed with

individual pages.

through the ILT Events module and gives Instruc-

Compliance training

While there are standard security roles such as

tors multiple tools for scheduling and updating

Employee training

student, manager, and administrator that provide

attendance or grading classroom events.

Channel partner training

view and edit access to specific functionality, you

Sales training

can easily create new security roles and edit

Content developers to sell and

existing roles to tailor the system to fit your

deliver their own training

needs.

THE EVOLVE LMS IS THE
RIGHT CHOICE FOR:



ment, automatic email notifications, and more

ed into the system.

SIMPLE CONFIGURATION







Training events such as student course enroll-

The system is based on the Microsoft.NET framework with modular controls and design which

Extended enterprises

FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE
The organizational structure is fluid in the LMS,
not predefined. Multiple levels are available,
each with their own hierarchy of information; so
users with certain roles in a parent organization
may see the activity of users in a sub-
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enables Evolve to add and modify with easy-touse system tools. Our development team can
easily create new modules to fit seamlessly into
the existing product framework.
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Learners automatically

TRAINING DELIVERY

USER COMMUNICATION

receive a certificate of

Multiple automated course assignment methods

Multiple customizable, event driven email mes-

completion when they

that use rules-based criteria from the LMS stand-

sages triggered by key events including:

complete and pass the

ard and user-defined fields to pinpoint training to

end-of-course

groups of learners. These include:

assessments.

► Individual course assignments
► Course group assignments
► Curricula assignments

►
►
►
►
►
►

Learners can be automatically re-registered into

New user
Course registration
Course completion reminder
Course status change
Course completion
ILT event registration and more.

training assignments based on specific criteria

User messages, announcements and discussion

you define and also setup for delayed enrollment

groups can also be used to facilitate communica-

into courses in course groups or curricula. Each

tion with learners.

assignment can have it’s own automatic email
reminder message setup.

TRAINING PORTAL
► Branded training portal including custom

ECOMMERCE

OFF-THE-SHELF AUTHORING
TOOLS
Sometimes there are not off-theshelf courses for your specific train-

ing needs, such as for your own
manufacturing processes and
products. The Evolve LMS gives
you the flexibility to use any
SCORM compliant authoring tool
such as Storyline®, iSpring®, Capti-

vate® to create your own content
and deliver them to your staff or
partners.

color themes and logo.

The eCommerce module delivers the features

► Create additional customer pages.

and functionality for organizations that need a

► Learners can print certificates of completion

premium online solution to sell training content
online. The online store is integrated with the
Evolve LMS so learners who purchase courses
will receive a registration key for each item
purchased, whether for a single learner or 100
learners. Automation ensures buyers are setup
as Managers in the LMS so they can access to
training status and reports for learners who
register for the training.

MULTI-PORTAL FOR EXTENDED
ENTERPRISES
The Multi-Portal option gives extended enterprises and content providers the ability to create
distinct branded portals to their separate entities
or customers. With just a few clicks in the Portal

Manager new LMS portals can be created that
allow for separate and distinct administration.
While each new training portal can be branded
and administered separately, courses can be
shared from the master portal to any other portal.
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any time.

► Automated and self-registration into courses, course groups and curricula.

► Online exams for SCORM, web and document-based courses.

► Automatically marks courses complete upon
completion of assessment.

► Test-builder assessment module for web
and document-based courses.

► Update grades and reset learner status.
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Easy integration with

LEARNING ADMINISTRATION

RULES-BASED COURSE ASSIGNMENT

your HRIS to automati-

► Launch and track SCORM content and

► Create individual course, course group and

document-based courses.

cally import users into

► Manage and track instructor-led training,

the Evolve LMS.

workshops and seminars.

► Create Learning Paths by learner or group
profiles and include classroom and online
training courses.

curricula automated assignments.

► Automated assignment of courses based on
job title, location, department or other
customer defined criteria.

► Automatic re-registration into training based
on a set date or days from completion.

► Ability for Instructor to track learner attendance as well as score exams.

► Automatically tracks eLearning course
scores and completion.

► Deliver custom training from any third party
SCORM compliant authoring tool.

► Manager access to training enrollment, performance and progress about employees.

► Track and report on external training events.

USER MANAGEMENT
► Add users individually through interface.
► User self-registration
► Bulk registration and update of users via
CSV spreadsheet for initial registration and
subsequent update.

► Automated bulk import of users and user
updates via FTP or web services with HRIS.

► Single sign-on with active directory.

REPORTING
OFF-THE-SHELF AUTHORING
TOOLS

► Dynamic Reporting for custom report

Sometimes there are not off-the-

► Default standalone reports to determine

creation with advanced sorting and filtering
to pinpoint training.
training completion status and progress.

shelf courses for your specific train-

ing needs, such as for your own

► Field chooser to easy add, delete, arrange,
sort and group reporting data elements.

manufacturing processes and
products. The Evolve LMS gives
you the flexibility to use any
SCORM compliant authoring tool

► Export reports in PDF, Microsoft Excel, .rtf
and .csv formats.

► Automatically email reports in MS Excel,
.csv or .pdf formats to designated recipients
on scheduled frequency.

such as Storyline®, iSpring®, Capti-

vate® to create your own content

► Automatically FTP course results infor-

and deliver them to your staff or

mation to 3rd party HRIS.

partners.
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► 20 user-defined fields to use for course
assignments.

► Hierarchical departmental structure for
regions, divisions, and departments.

► Standard and custom defined user roles
(manager, eLearning admin, instructor)

